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　　Abstract　　To account for the effect s of both chemist ry and flow turbulence , the present study proposes an integrated NO sub-mod-
el that combines the extended Zel' dovich mechanism and engine CFD computations to simulate the NO histories in a diesel engine.NO x

sub-model parameters and pollutant formation mechanisms can be more easily investigated by solving the NO x sub-model.The new NO

formation model incorporat ing the ef fects of both chemical kinetics and turbulent mixing w as applied to simulate a diesel engine wi th a qui-

escent combustion chamber , and one w ith a re-entran t combustion chamber;the premise of the model being the react ion rate is mainly de-
t ermined by a kinet ic timescale and a turbulent t imescale.The results indicate that the predicted NO formulat ion f rom the new model a-

grees w ell with the measured data.As the u tilizat ion of fossil fuels continues to increase , the cont rol of NO x emissions is a worldwide con-

cern;and it is imperative to understand fully the NO x reaction processes in combustion systems.T his technology has the potent ial to en-
hance the application of various combustion tech niques used to reduce NO x emissions from practical combustion systems.
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　　Nitrogen oxides consist of ni tric o xide(NO), ni-
trogen diox ide(NO2), and nit rous ox ide(N2O).NO
and NO2 are collectively referred to as NO x.N2O

survives only in the hot ter , fuel-rich , f lame regions

and is dest royed downst ream[ 1] .It has been report-
ed[ 2] that the mole ratio of NO2 to NO x is about

0.1—0.3 in diesel engines.According to Rei tz[ 3] ,
the engine NO x data is consistent with the EPA , and
the NO x mass is multiplied by the ratio of NO2 to NO

molecular masses (1.533).NO is the predominate

o xide of ni trogen produced in diesel engines.

Nitrogen oxides are a significant threat to the en-
vironment , and the control of NO x emissions is a

w orld-wide concern as the utilizat ion of fossil fuels

continues to increase.Advances in the science of NO x

reactions , mathematical modeling , and increased per-
formance of computer sy stems have made comprehen-
sive modeling of NO x format ion and dest ruct ion a

valuable tool to provide insights and understanding of

the NO x reaction processes in combust ion systems.

This technology has the po tential to enhance the ap-
plication of various combustion techniques used to re-
duce NO x emissions f rom practical combustion sys-
tems.

Computer modeling of the NO x formation and

destruction process in combustion sy stems has in-
volved many approaches.The most common approach

couples a simplif ied description of the NO x react ion

process w ith a detailed , “comprehensive” descript ion

of the combust ion and flow processes.This approach

fo r modeling the NO x reaction processes requires a

joint solut ion of detailed CFD equations for turbulent

f low , combined w ith reduced chemical reaction mech-
anisms , and is referred to as “comprehensive model-
ing” , and it is emphasized here.

Comprehensive modeling of NO x reaction pro-
cesses in combustion sy stems requires simulation of

both the turbulent f luid dynamics and the chemical

kinet ics in the sy stem being modeled.Hundreds of el-
ementary reactions are required to provide a detailed

description of the NO x reaction process in laminar

combustion systems.However , it is not currently

feasible to use such generalized reaction mechanisms

to model this process in a turbulent , reacting sy stem

in which large reaction kinetics schemes are coupled

w ith the turbulent fluid dynamics.Consequent ly ,
global reactions or reduced mechanisms , which are

called NO x submodels , are typically used in compre-
hensive combustion codes to describe the NO x reac-
tion processes.



In engines , the combustion occurs at high pres-
sure and the cylinder pressure rises during most of the

combust ion , so burned gases produced early in the

combust ion process are compressed to a higher tem-
perature than w ill be reached immediately after com-
bustion.NO format ion in the post-f lame gases almost

always dominates any flame-f ront-produced NO.It is
appropriate to assume that the format ion of trace pol-
lutant species does not affect the flame st ructure ,
which is governed by fast fuel-oxidizer reactions.
Therefore , NO sub-models are commonly de-coupled
from the generalized combustion model and executed

af ter the flame structure has been predicted.Another

advantage of this approach is computat ional efficien-
cy .Further , solving the pollutant model equations

jointly with the combustion model equations is far

more complex .As a consequence , NO x sub-model pa-
rameters and pollutant formation mechanisms can be

more easily investigated by solving the NO x sub-mod-
el using restart files for a pre-calculated flame st ruc-
ture.

NO x or NO can be fo rmed or destroy ed by at

least four separate reaction processes in the gas phase.
These are classified as:thermal NO , prompt NO , fu-
el NO , and NO reburning.Most of the NO x pro-
duced in engines w as found to be thermal NO , and
the extended Zel' dovich mechanism is w idely used fo r

NO x submodel in engines[ 3 ,4] .According to the ex-

tended Zel' dovich mechanism , the resulting NO for-
mation rate expression in(gmol/cm3)is[ 5]

d[ NO]
d t Zeldov ich

=2k[ O] [ N2] (1)

　　There is a signif icant difference between the NO

data predicted from the ex tended Zel' dovich mecha-
nism and those obtained from experiments.In some

previous implementations , Reitz[ 3] has int roduced a

calibration factor , β , adjusted to allow NO x predicted

from the ex tended Zel' dovich mechanism to match

engine NO x data , i.e.
d[ NO]
dt

=β
d[NO]
d t Zeldovich

=2βk [O] [ N2] (2)

　　A value of β was assumed to be 0.78 for the cas-
es investigated by Rei tz.This indicated that the pre-
dicted data by the ex tended Zel' dovich mechanism is

over est imated by about 30%, i.e.Zel' dovich mech-
anism results in very fast formation rates for engine

NO emission.It is very possible that the ef fects of

turbulence on the NO reaction rates must be consid-

ered.

Similar to the Eddies Dissipation Concept , a NO

submodel w as proposed as follows
[ 6]
:

d[NO]
d t

=min
d[NO]
d t Zeldovich

,
d[ NO]
dt EDC

(3)

where
d[ NO]
dt EDC

=
CNOρm NOε

k
.

Some researchers[ 5 ,9] integrated the effect of tur-
bulent pulsation on the temperature o r concentrat ion

in the gas phase into the reaction rates.These models

are complicated and some closure methods must be

developed for each unclosed fluctuation term.

The thermal NO reactions take place in a few

tens of microseconds , and are highly dependent on

temperature , residence time , and atomic oxygen con-
centration[ 5] .In the diesel combustion chamber , the
temperature and O concentration are non-unifo rm.
Non-uniform burned gas temperature and composit ion

result f rom the non-uniform fuel dist ribution during

combustion.Reactions of NO depend on temperature

and atomic oxygen concentrat ion , with the react ion

rate of NO determined by the mixing of high temper-
ature eddies(containing less O and more N)and low

temperature eddies (containing more O).If the

chemist ry solutions w ere solely used , the species con-
version rates would be regarded as kinetics-controlled
and this will result in very fast combustion rates.

The NO reactions have a typical time-scale on

the order of 1 ms in the combustion zone[ 4 , 5] .It is of
the same order as the integral time-scale of turbulence

in the vicinity of TDC of compression st roke[ 7] .Since
these t ime-scales are nearly the same order of magni-
tude , the NO reactions could be partly controlled by

the breakup of turbulent eddies w hich could result in

a slow er reaction rate.To account for the ef fects of

both chemist ry and flow turbulence , the present

study proposes an integ rated NO submodel that com-
bines the ex tended Zel' dovich mechanism and engine

CFD computations to simulate the NO histo ries in a

diesel engine.

1　Model formulation

In this study , a NO sub-model w as formulated

to inco rpo rate the ef fects of both chemical kinet ics

and turbulent mixing.The premise of the model is

that the reaction rate is mainly determined by a kinet-
ic timescale and a turbulent timescale.The kinetic

t imescale is the time needed for a species to reach its
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equilibrium state under perfect ly homogeneous condi-
tions.The turbulent timescale is the t ime of eddy

breakup in o rder to mix O contained in low tempera-
ture eddies and N contained in hot reaction products ,
supposing that inhomogeneities exist in the mixture.
The model is expressed as

d[ NO]
d t

=
[ NO ] e -[ NO]
τkin +CNOτturb

(4)

where [ NO] is the current concentration , [ NO ] e is
the equilibrium concentration w hich is expressed as

[NO] eq=(kNO [ N2] [O2])
1/2 [ 4]

, and τkin is the ki-

netic t imescale and is expressed as[ 4]

τkin =([NO] e-[NO])
d[ NO]
dt Zeldovich

　　The turbulent timescale τturb is the eddy turnover

time and is equal to αk/ε[ 3] w ith αthe model con-
stant , k and εthe turbulent kinetic energy and its

dissipation rate , respectively.

The sub-model expressed by equation (4)has

the same formalizat ion with the characteristic-time
model fo r turbulent combustion , and then it is called

the characteristic-time model for NO fo rmation.

At mean temperatures above 1600—1800 K ,
thermal NO fo rmation by the Zel' dovich mechanism

is significantly increased[ 5] .NO formation occurs at

the molecular scale as a result of collisions between re-
acting molecules.Subsequent ly , when the tempera-
ture increases , NO fo rmation is st rongly inf luenced

by turbulence since the turbulence has signif icant ef-
fects on the transport properties and on the prepara-
tion of the reactants.In other w ords , the NO forma-
tion relies on laminar chemist ry at the lower tempera-
ture (<1800 K), and then becomes influenced by

turbulence w hen the temperature is increased.The

model is so formulated that the turbulence starts to

have ef fect at temperatures above 1800 K by the use

of the progress variable CNO.The variable CNO is a

function of the temperature of each computat ional cell

and is expressed as[ 8]

CNO =3.23exp(10.5(T -1800)/ T)

　　If turbulent effects on the reaction rate are ex-
cluded , Eq.(4)can be simplified to a kinetics-con-
trolled react ion rate as

d[ NO ]
dt

=
[NO] e -[NO]
τkin +CNOτturb

=
[NO] e -[NO]

τkin
=d[ NO]

dt Zeldovich
(5)

　　A relat ion between the kinetic timescale and the

equilibrium concentration of NO is obtained by

rew riting the kinetics-controlled react ion rate(5)

[NO] e -[NO] =τkin
d[ NO]
d t Zeldovich

(6)

　　By combining Eqs.(4)and(6), a new fo rmula

to compute the NO reaction rate can be obtained as

d[ NO]
d t

=
τkin

τkin +CNOτturb
d[ NO]
dt Zeldovich

(7)

　　The formula includes the effects of both chemical

kinet ics and flow turbulence on the reaction rate , and
the turbulence that affects the NO formation rate by

property t ranspo rt , heat flux , and mix ture prepara-
tion during the combustion process.

In the present study , the NO sub-model was im-
plemented into S TAR-CD3.22.The S TAR-CD3.22
provides the NO sub-model wi th the species , thermo-
dynamic , and turbulent information of each computa-
tional cell.The effects of both chemical kinetics and

turbulent mixing are incorpo rated for solving the NO

sub-model.The NO sub-model utilit ies return the

new species information.Other numerical models for

diesel engine combustion computations in STAR-
CD3.22 include a RNG k-εturbulence model modi-
fied for the variable-density engine f low[ 10] , a w ave

breakup model of Reitz[ 11] adopted to model the spray

dynamics , an ignition model based on the multi-step
Shell ignition model[ 3] , a w all heat t ransfer model

w ith modified temperature w all function to account

fo r the density variation in the boundary lay er
[ 12]

,
and a combustion model extending the laminar-and-
turbulent characteristic-time model of Abraham et

al.[ 13] .

2　Experiments and results

The present model w as applied to simulate a

Tacom diesel engine[ 14] w ith the specification and op-
erating conditions show n in Table 1.This engine has

a shallower bow l(i.e.quiescent chamber)and fuel

spray is confined inside the combustion chamber w ith-
out st rong wall impingement.The cy linder mass-av-
eraged nit ric oxide histories w ere produced by the

dumping technique (total cy linder sampling).The

concept of the to tal cy linder sampling is to rapidly

quench the NO reactions in the engine cylinder at a

given crank angle by causing the cylinder contents to

rapidly flow from the cylinder into a large evacuated

receiving tank.Analysis of the receiving tank con-
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tents gives an approximation of the mass averaged

concentration of NO in the cylinder at the given crank

ang le.Repetition of the experiment at different crank

ang les then gives a history of cylinder average NO fo r

a given operating condit ion.

The computations used tetradcane (C14H30)as

the fuel due to the similar C/H ratio.The computa-
tional grid together w ith the droplets distribution in

the combustion chamber is show n in Fig.1 , where

injection started at -9 deg.A TDC.

Fig.1.　Perspect ive view of computat ional grid and fuel droplet

dis tribution for the Tacom engine.(a)At TDC;(b)5 deg.AT-
DC.

Fig.2.　Computed and measu red cylinder pressure for cases 1 and2.

The computed and measured cylinder pressures

for cases 1 and 2 are show n in Fig.2 and the ag ree-
ments are very good.However , comparison of cylin-
der pressure alone is not enough to verify numerical

models and temperature histories since the overall

process also involves the fuel energy release rate and

heat loss.The computed heat release rate data are al-
so compared w ith those obtained by apply ing a zero-
dimensional model to the measured pressure data as

seen in Fig.3.It can be seen that overall the predict-
ed results ag ree well with the experimental data.

Fig.3.　Computed and measu red heat release rate for cases 1 and 2.

Table 1.　Tacom engine conditions

Eng ine type 4-Stroke;DI
Cylinder bore × stroke(mm) 114.3×114.3
Connecting rod leng th(mm) 228.6
Displacement volume(L) 1.173
Combustion chamber Quiescent

Piston crow n Mex ican hat

Bowl diameter(mm) 88.9
Maximum depth (mm) 12.7
Compression ratio 16.0

Number of nozzle o rifice×diame-
ter(mm)

8×0.18

Spray angle(from cylinder head) 7.5 degree

Inlet air pressure(kPa) 179

Inlet air temperature(K) 333

Swirl ratio(normal) 1.0
Eng ine speed(rpm) 1500

Fuel Amoco P remier #2

Peak injection pressure(MPa) 65 for case 1 and 55 for

case 2

Start of injection(CA deg.ATDC)-9

Injection dura tion(CA deg ree) 16 for case 1 and 11 for case 2

Fuel injected(g/cycle) 0.067 for case 1 and 0.039
for case 2
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　　NO formation in the combustion chamber w as

very sensitive to the gas temperature.The invest ig a-
tion above shows that the present STAR-CD3.22 can

capture the gas temperature histo ries in the combus-
tion chamber.

The computed NO fo rmation histories of cases 1

and 2 are show n in Fig.4 and are compared wi th the

total cylinder content dumping experiment data.It

can be seen that the present NO sub-model(i.e.Eq.
(7))predicts NO formation histories very well.

Fig.4.　The computed and measured NO histories for cases 1

and 2.

Engine emission experiments[ 15] , where injec-
tion timing and loads were varied , were perfo rmed.
The test engine is 485QDI Engine , which has a re-
entrant combust ion chamber and a smaller displace-
ment volume than the previous engine discussed

above.The specifications and operating conditions are

show n in Tables 2 , 3 , and 4.

Table 2.　485QDI engine specifications

Engine type 4-Stroke;DI

Cy linder bore×stroke(mm) 85×95

Connecting rod length (mm) 190

Displacement volume(L) 0.5388

Combustion chamber Re-entrant

Piston crown ω

Bowl diameter(mm) 45

(To be continued)

(Continued)

Maximum depth (mm) 20

Compression ratio 18.0

Number of nozzle o rifice×diameter(mm) 4×0.28

Spray angle(from cylinder head) 20 degree

Inlet air pressure(kPa) 185

Inlet air temperature(K) 400

Swirl ratio(normal) 2.0

Eng ine speed 2000 rpm

Fuel Diesel#0

Peak injection pressure 65 MPa

Table 3.　Test conditions w ith varying lo ads

Load(%)/ Torque(Nm) 50/ 55 58.7/ 65 68/ 75 80/ 85 86.5/ 95

Fuel injected

(g/ cycle)

8Degree BTDC 0.0122 0.0140 0.0157 0.0173 0.0192

6Degree BTDC 0.0131 0.0148 0.0164 0.0182 0.0199

Table 4.　Test conditions with varying fuel injection timing

(load 68%)
Injection

t iming(BTDC)
2 4 6 8 10 12

Fuel injected

(g/ cycle)
0.0171 0.0167 0.0163 0.0158 0.0155 0.0152

　　The test engine w as operated on a test bench in-
st rumented for typical dynamometer experiments.A
multipurpose control system was used for measuring

and controlling to rque , speed , inlet ai r temperature ,
exhaust temperature , etc;a Yike Fuel Consumpt ion

Meter (FCM-05)was used for measuring fuel con-
sumption;a Bosch Smoke Analyzer (FQD-102A)
was used for measuring the smoke density;a HORIB-
A Gas Analyzer(MEXA-7100)was used fo r measur-
ing NO , HC , CO.In all tests the engine was allow ed

to w arm up for 15 min to reach equilibrium.This is

determined by monitoring the exhaust and coolant

temperatures.More details about this engine and

measurements are available f rom Yao[ 15] .

The present model was also applied to model the

engine-out NO.All model constants were kept the

same.The effect of the loads and fuel injection timing

on NO formation was investig ated , and the computed

and measured engine-out NO data are show n in Fig.
5 for comparison.As shown in Fig.5 , a good level of

ag reement w as obtained and the general t rends of re-
duced NO w ith fuel injection timing retard and in-
creased NO w ith increasing loads are w ell captured by

the present NO sub-model.

The measured engine-out NO data in the test

w as NO x mass , i.e.the Summation of NO and N2O

mass , and the predicted NO data w as only NO mass.
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A calibration factor according to EPA was used to ad-
just NO data predicted f rom NO model to match en-
gine NO data.

Fig.5.　Comparison betw een computed NO data and measured

engine-out data[ 15] wi th varying loads(a)and varying fuel injection
timing (b).

3　Summary and conclusion

A new NO sub-model w as presented and imple-
mented into the STAR-CD3.22 to simulate diesel en-
gines NO formation.Exhaust NO was w ell predicted

for a w ide range of diesel engine operating conditions

w ithout any adjustment to kinetic constants.

The results show that the NO formation in the

actual engine was controlled by the breakup of turbu-
lent eddies and by chemical kinetics simultaneously.
The sole use of the ex tended Zel' dovich mechanism

w ill result in a signif icant difference betw een the NO

data predicted and measured.It is necessary to incor-
po rate the ef fects of f low turbulence into the extended

Zel' dovich mechanism to simulate the NO formation

correct ly.
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